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ibution to Montaigne studies, iscontr
as well as a compelling intellectual hi

tory of a crucial moment in the development of modernity.
DAVID LaGUARDIA

Dartmouth College

Ross Fuller. 7-be Brotherhood of the Common Life and Its In

Series in Western Esoteric Traditions.) Albany: State Univ
York Press, 1995. xii + 353 pp. $16.95. ISBN: 0-79-142243

As Ross Fuller notes when introducing the Devotio Modern

have mistakenly "equated it with almost every intellectu

trend of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries" (82). Long a v

search for the Reformation's roots, this spiritual moveme
been reassessed independently as humanist or Erasmian. F

and passionate
ta iled,
ork is intended
to contribute to this revision. Unfor-

tunately, it is far less convincing.

Fuller begins by situating the Brethren in the context of C
nasticism and pre-Reformation attempts to purify the medita
ity that he sees monasticism as re resenting. Opposing the per
monasticism reflects pure retreat from the world, he suggests

a catalyst for integration into a broader World "founded .

,ward freeing and gathering of the energy of attention from it

habitual dispersion in the repetitive associative thought, shallo
reactiveness and isolated sensations of the self" (xviii). The abi
ticism to overcome these flaws accounted for monasticism's v

medieval Europe, although not in a form that Saint Benedi
recognized. For Fuller, the Brethren and their "New Devo

successors to Benedict, forming a monastic community and fu
potential for communionwith the divine. This connection b
and spiritual needs explains the appeal of the Brethren. In the
the book, Fuller examines the theoretical underpinning and th
the New Devotion in England. In so doing, he stresses the role
Fathers in promoting a "new" piety through both their examp
ings describing pious 'works and meditative methods. Of parti

to this reader was the continuation of the Brethren's influence into the
1550s, long after the beginning of the English Reformation.

Fuller's work has several qualities that strongly recommend it. It is
clearly the product of detailed research into early printed works about the
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Brethren. It provides many examples of English

century before the Reformation and during its begin

ing the binding role of the monastic condition and
overcomes any tendency to separate monasticism fr
to slide into facile arguments based on the ",worldl
the appeal of the Brethren even more apparent. Des
ever, I found this book highly disturbing and frustr
terests, and even at times his analytical framework
sonal quest for spiritual fulfillment than about the
ibly analyzing the influence of the Brethren and
they actuallywere - their foundation, original value
- are defined only in chapter four. Although Groot
followers established their order in Windesheim, Fu
nantly English, with most of his main primary sou
Groote himself, not to mention Kempis, playing a m
centration on England could yield many useful and
book is notwhat is promised in Fuller's introduction
and themes, reorganization is needed to highlight t
earlier within Fuller's analysis; a more focused use o
been made to reflect the wide variety of sources fo
and an expanded discussion of the New Devotion's e

is needed. The broad generalizations about the hu

tual needs that almost inevitably follow detailed rea
a book that does not deliver what it promises and fr

,what it has.

KATHRYN A. EDWARDS

University of Southern Mississippi

John O'Brien, ed. (Ri)Interpritations: Etudes sur le seizie'me sie'c

Romance Studies, 15.) Ann Arbor: Michigan Romance Studies
pp. $15. ISBN: 0-939730-14-6.

This volume contains ten essays (two in French, eight in Engl

by John O'Brien's introduction and Terence Cave's "After-

contr lore awide range of texts from critical perspecti

ing deconstruction, new historicism, feminism, and readerproaches. The first five contributors write on poetry; the latter

gate less-canonical prose writing. The unifying theme of the

nounced by the "Re"' of the title, for the emphasis is on Renaiss

ture's seemingly unending power to spawn new interpretatio

prisingly, thewords "difference," "uncertainty," "Identity," and
a prominent role in these studies.

Examining Jean Lemaire de Belges's use of metaphor, Dav

attempts to reaffirm the poet's special position among the rhito
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